
          MONDAY, 08/07/24 

 

R4 DAX [R-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DE LA FONTAINE SEVIGNE - 2100m (a1m1/4) - TURF - Class 4 

Divided Handicap - Flat - EUR € 15,000  

 
1. CALEDONIA - Won two starts ago over 1600m at Toulouse in a Class 4 handicap on May 
21st. Hard to rule out 

2. QUDILLERO - 3rd on three of his last four runs, the latter over 2300m at Dax in a Class 4 
handicap on June 23rd. Live chance 

3. HARIASA - Unplaced last time, 2nd before that over 2400m in a Class 4 handicap at Toulouse 
on May 28th. Among the leading place chances 

4. LANCEUR D'ALERTE - Three unplaced runs of late, 4th before that over 2500m in a Class 4 
race on April 27th. Can be avoided 

5. JOSHUA'S SPIRIT - Fair 4th last time at Dax in a Class 4 handicap on June 23rd over 2300m. 
Ought to be thereabouts 

6. LE RAFALE - Has four unplaced runs this year, the latest over 1800m at La Teste in a Class 4 
handicap on June 27th. Looks out of form and best avoided 

7. MOREA - Nice 3rd last time over 1800m in a Class 4 handicap at La Teste on June 27th. In 
the mix 

8. NOROLLES - Three unplaced runs of late, 4th before that over 2300m in a Class 4 race on 
May 20th. Looks vulnerable 

9. L'ARCHET - 4th last time over 2300m in a Class 4 handicap at Dax on June 23rd. Merits 
consideration 

10. LIEBE KINDER - Two unplaced runs of late, 4th before that over 2550m at Gabarret in a 
Class 4 race. Needs more consistency 

11. AL IMPACT - 3rd last time over 2250m in a Class 4 race on June 16th at Montauban. One to 
pay attention too 

12. MONA LISA - Three unplaced runs of late, 4th before that in a Class 4 race over 1900m at La 
Teste on April 25th. Needs to get back on track 

13. SANSKRIT - 3rd two runs ago over 2550m at Gabarret in a Class 4 race on May 13th. Others 
make more appeal 

14. FIAMELCA DOLOISE - 4th three runs back over 2300m in a Class 4 handicap on April 13th 
is the best form of late. Others are better equipped 

Summary: QUDILLERO (2) has performed well this year with three third-placed efforts on the 
last four runs. He deserves to get his first success of 2024. MOREA (7) looks like the main 
danger after a good third last time at La Teste in late June. JOSHUA'S SPIRIT (5) is also one to 
consider and has a leading each-way chance. L'ARCHET (9) is also worth considering after a 
solid fourth-placed effort last time at this track in late June. 



          MONDAY, 08/07/24 

 

SELECTIONS 

QUDILLERO (2) - MOREA (7) - JOSHUA'S SPIRIT (5) - L'ARCHET (9) 



          MONDAY, 08/07/24 

 

C2 - PRIX OLIVIER TIRLOT - 2100m (a1m1/4) - TURF - Class 4 Divided 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 17,000  

 
1. GLORYTOF - Unplaced last time 4th before that at Agen, and a win before that over 2500m on 
May 1st in a Class 4 race. Needs a few to falter 

2. VALINA - Four unplaced runs of late, 4th before that over 2000m at Pau in a Class 4 race on 
March 23rd. Hardly inspiring 

3. REMIX - Won four runs ago over 2100m at Tarbes in a Class 4 race in February and has two 
placed runs since. Consider 

4. SIXUNION - 5th last time, won before that over 2850m in a Class 4 race on April 21st at 
Loudeac. Ought to play a lead role 

5. ASSIER - 3rd two starts ago over 2400m in a Class 4 handicap at Toulouse on May 28th. 
Among the place chances 

6. ROYAL ETINCELLE - Three unplaced runs of late, 3rd before that in a Class 4 race on April 
27th over 2500m. Pass over 

7. LONG KE WAN - Two unplaced runs over hurdles of late and an unplaced run on the flat 
before that over 2400m on May 4th over 2400m. Unlikely 

8. SWEET WISH - Won with a dead-heat last time over 1800m in a Class 4 handicap at La Teste 
on June 27th. Player 

9. VIS LE REVE - Five unplaced runs of late, won before that at Pau on March 24th over 1600m 
in a Class 4 race. Makes limited appeal 

10. CAVANI KAIZEN - 4th two starts ago over 2000m on the PSF on May 24th in a Class 4 race. 
Needs to be as good on turf 

11. KARKHOV - Three unplaced runs of late, won before that over 1900m in a Class 3 handicap 
on April 22nd. Needs to get back to form 

12. ELIOTT CHOP - 3rd last time over 3000m at Dax on June 10th in a Class 3 handicap. Not to 
be overlooked 

13. SO RELIABLE - 4th two runs ago over 2500m in a Class 4 race on June 9th. Unreliable and 
others are preferred 

14. THECLIMB - 2nd last time at Dax over 2300m in a Class 4 handicap on June 23rd. Ought to 
feature 

Summary: SWEET WISH (8) shared success when she dead-heated at La Teste on June 27th 
when last seen late last month. She holds strong claims of winning again. SIXUNION (4) is 
honest and was a pleasing winner two starts ago on April 21st in a Class 4 event. He will not be 
far away. ELIOTT CHOP (12) has a good racing weight and looks like the best each-way option. 
ASSIER (5) looks the best of the remainder. 

SELECTIONS 

SWEET WISH (8) - SIXUNION (4) - ELIOTT CHOP (12) - ASSIER (5) 



          MONDAY, 08/07/24 

 

C3 - PRIX DE LA SOURCE DES PAUVRES - 2100m (a1m1/4) - TURF - 

Claiming - Flat - EUR € 12,000  

 
1. SPEEDY RECORD - Won two runs ago at Dax in a claimer on June 10th over 2300m. Among 
the leading place chances 

2. ROOFOFTHEWORLD - Ran unplaced last time but was a good third at Tarbes in a maiden 
before that over 1500m on May 11th. He drops in class and looks like a threat 

3. LAYE CHOPE - Won three runs ago over 1900m in a claimer at Bordeaux Le Bouscat and is 
capable of making the frame 

4. JUBBAH - Should be on the premises after a sixth-placed effort in a handicap at Dax on June 
10th over 2100m when last seen. Ought to have a say 

5. BATH LAU - 6th on the sole run so far over 2000m at Toulouse in a maiden race on June 
19th. Has place claims 

6. ANTARES - Credible 4th last time over 2300m at Dax on June 10th at this track. Can get her 
first success 

7. CARADURA - Three unplaced runs so far, the latter over 2300m at Dax in a claimer on June 
10th. Looks vulnerable 

8. NUIT CHOPE - 5th last time over 2500m in a Class 3 race on June 9th. Looks of limited ability 
and is best avoided 

9. AMADORA - 3rd last time over 2300m at Dax in a claimer on June 10th. Has yet to score and 
may have to wait a while 

10. GOIZ ARGI - 3rd last time was over 1800m in a claimer on June 9th. Has yet to win and 
others look more likely 

Summary: ANTARES (6) has yet to get her head in front but this looks like a good opportunity 
after a decent fourth last time at this track over 2300m. ROOFOFTHEWORLD (2)was unplaced 
last time but was a good third at Tarbes in a maiden before that. He drops in class and looks like 
a threat. JUBBAH (4) is another that should be on the premises after a sixth-placed effort in a 
handicap at Dax on June 10th over 2100m when last seen. SPEEDY RECORD (1) makes up the 
shortlist. 

SELECTIONS 

ANTARES (6) - ROOFOFTHEWORLD (2) - JUBBAH (4) - SPEEDY RECORD (1) 



          MONDAY, 08/07/24 

 

C4 - PRIX BERNARD D'AREXY - 1200m (a6f) - TURF - Claiming - Flat - 

EUR € 12,500  

 
1. REINA SILENA - 5th on the only start over 1400m at La Teste on June 27th in a conditions 
race. One to keep safe 

2. VICTORY STREET - Nice 2nd last time at Dax in a claimer over 1400m on June 23rd. Seems 
to be improving and looks like the one to beat 

3. DIVA BELLA - 2nd at this track two starts ago in a Class 3 race over 1200m on May 20th. 
Ought to be on the premises 

4. LUZITANIE - 4th on the sole run so far over 1400m in a claimer at this track on June 23rd. One 
to consider 

5. FRUITION - Three unplaced runs so far, the latter over 1100m at Tarbes in a Class 3 race on 
May 11th. Unlikely 

6. SPANISH ROSE - 3rd two runs ago over 1200m at Dax in a Class 3 race on May 20th. Can 
make the frame at nice odds 

7. SAM PRESSAO - Two unplaced runs so far, the latter over 1200m at La Teste in a Class 2 
race on June 28th. Opposable 

8. RISHATUTO - Well beaten on the sole start over 1400m at La Teste on June 27th in a maiden. 
Hard to fancy 

9. ETHELIO - Newcomer by Jonny Barnes, stable runners tend to need a run or two. Monitor the 
betting for clues 

10. NEBBIA BIANCA - Unplaced on both starts, the latest over 1400m at Dax in a claimer on 
June 23rd. Pass over 

11. NACRE FONTANEL - Has shown some talent in three unplaced runs so far, the latter over 
1100m in a claimer on June 25th. Place chance 

12. CARRICASTEL - Has shown ability in her three runs so far, she was 4th on debut in a 
claimer on April 6th over 1000m. Hard to discount 

Summary: VICTORY STREET (2) is improving with race experience and ran well at this track 
last time when second. She can score from DIVA BELLA (3) who was second at this track two 
runs ago in a better race and can be competitive. LUZITANIE (4)is one to include in all of the 
place bet permutations after a good debut run when fourth at this track 15 days ago. REINA 
SILENA (1) was fifth on her only run and ought to be on the premises. 

SELECTIONS 

VICTORY STREET (2) - DIVA BELLA (3) - LUZITANIE (4) - REINA SILENA (1) 



          MONDAY, 08/07/24 

 

C5 - PRIX A.ET M. D'ARCANGUES - 1200m (a6f) - TURF - Class 3 Race - 

Flat - EUR € 15,000  

 
1. RECONNECT - Much improved of late and was victorious last time out in a Conditions race at 
Toulouse over 1400m on 19 June. Can follow up 

2. PIU DREAM - Disappointing form of late and was 6th in a handicap last time out at La Teste-
de-Buch over 1100m on 27 June. Could contest the finish 

3. PICCINELLI - Yet to win a race and was 6th last time out in a Claimer at Montauban over 
1525m on 16 June. Needs to find a few lengths to win 

4. KHARAMAZOV - Did not show his best when 9th last time out in a Conditions race at 
Marseille-Borély over 1700m on 15 June. Did better over this distance before that and could be a 
threat 

5. MACANELLA - Yet to win a race but she is holding her form and was fourth last time out in a 
Conditions race at Toulouse over 1400m on 19 June. Not out of it 

6. SCAR CHOPE - Has lost his way this year and was 9th last time out in a handicap at La Teste-
de-Buch over 1100m on 27 June. Others are preferred 

7. IVANIVKA - Has not shown much in three starts and was tenth last time out in a Claimer at this 
course over 2300m on 10 June. Tries sprinting and is best watched this time 

Summary: RECONNECT (1) likes this course and is coming off a good victory so can follow up 
in this small field. MACANELLA (5) has yet to win a race but did not run badly last time out behind 
the selection and can get even closer this time around. PIU DREAM (2) has been a 
disappointment of late but could contest the finish. KHARAMAZOV (4) may be at best around this 
distance and is another to consider 

SELECTIONS 

RECONNECT (1) - MACANELLA (5) - PIU DREAM (2) - KHARAMAZOV (4) 



          MONDAY, 08/07/24 

 

C6 - PRIX ALBERT LABORDE - 2300m (a1m1/2) - TURF - Class 3 Race - 

Flat - EUR € 15,000  

 
1. HATIM - Improving and picked up a Conditions race at Agen-Le Passage over 2500m on 9 
May. Can follow up 

2. KING OF THE WORLD - Disappointing last run when tenth in a handicap at La Teste-de-Buch 
over 2400m on 28 June. May like it shorter than this but that is not certain 

3. TERRE BLANCHE - Holding her form well and was fourth last time out in a claimer at 
Marseille-Borély over 2100m on 7 June. Capable of making the frame 

4. BEAUTIFULL RISK - Consistent and won a handicap last time out at La Teste-de-Buch over 
2400m on 28 June. Fit and could double up 

5. TESTIMONIO - Yet to win a race and was tenth last time out in a Conditions race over this 
track and trip on 10 June. Capable of better and could play a minor role 

6. NASHVILLE - Has not shown much in three starts and was 6th last time out in a claimer at 
Oau over 2000m on 12 January. Tries the turf but could need this run 

7. PARVA SCURRA - Has yet to win a race but was not disgraced when 5th last time out in a 
Conditions race at Tarbes over 1500m on 11 May. Can do better stepped up in trip so deserves 
respect 

8. LA QUINTA - Consistent and was a runner-up last time out in a Conditions race at Niort over 
2250m on 9 June. Can contest the finish 

Summary: HATIM (1) won well last time out and has only had the three starts so is open for a lot 
more improvement. He can follow up and score again. BEAUTIFULL RISK (4) is consistent and 
picked up a handicap win last time out and will not go down without a fight. LA QUINTA (8) is 
consistent and not out of it. PARVA SCURRA (7) has yet to win a race but could prefer this longer 
distance 

SELECTIONS 

HATIM (1) - BEAUTIFULL RISK (4) - LA QUINTA (8) - PARVA SCURRA (7) 



          MONDAY, 08/07/24 

 

C7 - PRIX ALPHONSE CAMPET - 1400m (a7f) - TURF - Class 4 Claiming 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 13,000  

 
1. BELL SONG - Has lost her way of late and was well beaten last time out in a handicap at 
Saint-Cloud over 1500m on 11 June. Better on the PSF and others are preferred 

2. FULL GAIN - Unreliable and was 9th last time out in a handicap at Compiègne over 1600m on 
24 May. Won a handicap over this track and trip in the penultimate start and can score again 

3. TAWHIRI - On a long losing run but did run well when third last time out in a Conditions race at 
Montauban over 1525m on 16 June. Can do even better in this division 

4. LADIES LAW - Disappointing form of late and was 6th last time out in a handicap at Tarbes 
over 1500m on 5 June. Could play a minor role at best 

5. KATALINA - Unreliable and was 5th last time out in a handicap at La Teste-de-Buch over 
1400m on 28 June. Capable of a surprise if in the mood 

6. LAUPER - Did not show her best when 9th last time out in a handicap at Tarbes over 1500m 
on 11 May. Capable of better and is not out of it 

7. RAFALE - Showed vast improvement when 5th last time out in a Conditions race at Langon 
over 1800m on 9 June. Loves this track and is capable of winning 

8. GIFT OF THE G - Has struggled in handicaps of late and was 9th last time out at Nantes over 
1600m on 18 June. Capable of doing better back in a claimer 

9. ATLANTA - Has really struggled of late and was tenth last time out in a handicap at La Teste-
de-Buch over 1400m on 27 June. Others are much preferred 

Summary: A weak race and TAWHIRI (3) gets the vote to score after an improved last run but 
any of six or seven could win it. FULL GAIN (2) is unreliable but has won over this course and 
distance so deserves respect. GIFT OF THE G (8) has not been at best of late but is capable of 
winning in this division. LAUPER (6) is another that has not shown much of late but could score 

SELECTIONS 

TAWHIRI (3) - FULL GAIN (2) - GIFT OF THE G (8) - LAUPER (6) 



          MONDAY, 08/07/24 

 

C8 - PRIX REGIA SEMPER - 1400m (a7f) - TURF - Class 3 Race - Flat - 

EUR € 15,000  

 
1. HURRICANE - Very consistent and was third last time out in a handicap at La Teste-de-Buch 
over 1600m on 3 June. Big chance in this race 

2. MAROON SIX - Unreliable this year and was 5th last time out in a Conditions race at La Teste-
de-Buch over 1400m on 27 June. Could earn some minor money 

3. NATURAL PATH - Bounced back to his best with a handicap win at La Teste-de-Buch over 
1400m on 28 June. Should fight out the finish 

4. REVE DE VALLARSA - Unreliable but did run well when runner-up in a Conditions race at La 
Teste-de-Buch over 1400m on 27 June. Can contest the finish again 

5. GRAND LARGE - Only win was in 2022 but is consistent and was fourth last time out in a 
Conditions race at Chantilly over 1400m on 15 March. Returns from a lengthy break but is not out 
of it 

6. ONYXKA - Has needed both her starts this year and was well beaten last time out in a 
handicap at Bordeaux-Le Bouscat over 1400m on 16 March. Could need this run returning from a 
break 

Summary: A competitive lucky last race. HURRICANE (1) is very consistent and could have that 
rewarded this time around. NATURAL PATH (3) is best over this distance and should be right 
there at the finish. REVE DE VALLARSA (4) is distance-suited and deserves some respect in this 
line-up. MAROON SIX (2) is unreliable but did not run too badly last time out and can make the 
frame 

SELECTIONS 

HURRICANE (1) - NATURAL PATH (3) - REVE DE VALLARSA (4) - MAROON SIX (2) 

 


